Finally. A simple way to achieve compliance for Progressive Metering.

Symmetry iMeter lets your floor teams capture progressive meter data in a single snapshot - entering, submitting and validating meter data in real-time. Data input is accomplished using voice, camera or keypad. Proactive data-driven validations where the number of meters, meter names, denominations, linked machines are known in advance, ensure higher levels of data quality that is otherwise not possible manually. From slot image storage to historical trend analysis, your compliance and audit processes become efficient.

Data-Driven Discovery
The data drives discovery of the progressives, not the other way around. iMeter intelligently directs technicians to the machines needed for daily audit and it ensures all slots and meters are captured.

Rules-based Quality
As progressive meter data is loaded, real-time data quality checks are performed. This includes variances and limits, and stakeholders are informed of any validation error.

Cloud-Enabled
iMeter works both on-premise and in the Cloud.